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OUR VISION:
Achieving optimal individual and community health and well-being together.

OUR MISSION:
Youville creates safe spaces for the delivery of health support that address health inequities and nurture healing.

OUR VALUES:
Respect - We respect all people and work together with those we serve
Support - We offer a safe and supportive environment where people can strive for wellness as they define it
Compassion - We journey alongside those we serve in a spirit of compassion by seeking to prevent and
alleviate suffering
Collaboration - We collaborate with those we serve and other agencies to build on community strengths, as
well as identify and address unmet needs
Innovation - We seek innovative ways to support individual and community wellness through health service,
education and research
Accountability - We are accountable and responsible to those we serve, our partners and communities

AS PART OF THE COMPASSION NETWORK, WE ARE GUIDED BY THEIR STRATEGIC THEMES OF:
Serving with intention

Communicating our mission

Unleashing potential to respond to unmet needs

6 - 845 Dakota Street
Winnipeg, MB

FOLLOW US:

Securing our future

33 Marion Street
Winnipeg, MB
R2H 0S8

R2M 5M3
P: 204.255.4840

Moving towards reconciliation

www.youville.ca

P: 204.233.0262

Youville acknowledges that we are on original lands of the Anishinaabeg, Cree, Oji-Cree, Dakota, and Dene peoples, and the homeland
of the Métis Nation. We respect the treaties that were made on these territories and acknowledge the history and legacy of settler
colonialism, the harms of the past and that continue today. We are committed to taking transformative actions now, on this sacred
land, to contribute to reconciliation and equity in any and all ways that we can. In solidarity.
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Youville

is a community health resource established by the Grey Nuns in 1983.
It is named for Sister Marguerite d ’Youville, founder of the Grey Nuns
in Canada. She spent a lifetime giving to those in need. Her legacy is
her unyielding determination, her insight and her courage to move forward in the face of change. This is Youville’s work model.
YOUVILLE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE (CHC) provides a continuum of health services & supports to the St. Vital
community. CHC is a place where you are listened to and can work on your health concerns with a knowledgeable team
of health professionals, including nurses, dietitians, counselors and a doctor.
YOUVILLE DIABETES CENTRE (YDC) provides diabetes education & resources to all of Winnipeg. YDC provides diabetes
education and management for individuals with T1 diabetes, T2 diabetes on prescribed medication or insulin, pregnant
with T1 or 2 or with Gestational diabetes. YDC is the only diabetes self-management education centre in Winnipeg.

WHAT’S INSIDE?

TRANSFORMING IN THE FACE OF ADVERSITY
2020-2021 was a hard year for all to navigate due to the Covid-19
Pandemic. Our work had to change to meet the needs of those
who needed us most in this difficult time.
Our dedicated staff’s response to adversity in their work inspired
transformation that no one could anticipate. This Annual Report
is different from prior years. Youville may have two different
sites, but it is one organization. Inside you will find
combined, not site by site, stories about triumphs, compassion,
resiliency and the importance of finding connections through a
pandemic.

Thank you to the staff for sharing your stories for this report!
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Shifting to virtual and phone appointments was a challenge for me. I love connecting in person and
felt clients, as well as myself, would be missing out on some very important layers of communication
and the capacity for recovery and healing would be diminished. However, I've been pleasantly
surprised how this really hasn't been the case! And now, I've come across research that shows that
virtual mental health therapy is just as effective as in person.
- staff

Hope is being able to see that there is light
despite all of the darkness
– Desmond Tutu
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Message

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & BOARD

Most of the time words come pretty easily for me but this year I had a lot of difficulty developing Youville’s Message from the Executive Director for this
annual report. It has been a year…
It is hard to imagine that our world changed so drastically. It has been a difficult and trying year for each of us. I want to acknowledge that truth for
each of us. I also want to acknowledge the challenges of the pandemic were greatly exacerbated for too many because of the inequities & systemic
marginalization they already faced, in Winnipeg, communities across the province of Manitoba, Canada and around the world. This is not lost on me.
Existing disparities grew larger and the impacts of the pandemic were disproportionate on systemically marginalized communities. I take this space to
acknowledge all of those who lost their lives to this virus. To acknowledge their loved ones, who were & are dealing with such deep loss in a time where
our rituals, traditions & practices around loss have also been displaced.
This past year we continued to see the impacts of another ongoing global health crisis. This one, talked about much less. I acknowledge the ongoing
impacts of racism and other forms of intersecting systemic oppression that continue to have devastating health impacts-daily. I remember George Floyd. I
remember Breonna Taylor. I acknowledge I don’t know all the names of lives stolen because of racism & other systemic oppression. I remember the
Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women & Girls and the violence against Indigenous women, girls and 2SLGBTTQIA peoples in our Canadian communities.
This past year at Youville, we found solutions, we found strength, we innovated, we switched gears, we geared up – literally & figuratively. Each of our
“normal” changed in many ways. Every member of our team showed strength, integrity, authenticity, creativity, ingenuity, flexibility, courage and
resilience. Early on, it was evident that the Youville teams were committed to finding ways to support the people we serve in this new environment with
the highest quality of services and to do so in ways that upheld our values as an organization – with respect, support, compassion, collaboration,
innovation and accountability. I watched with awe, as the team not only shifted to a virtual way of delivering services but also “dug in” to keep the
organization growing and moving forward. They successfully navigated the implementation of an electronic medical system. They fully engaged in the
development of a new strategic plan for the organization. They continued to grow harm reduction supply distribution program and our overdose/
naloxone response program. With the Youville team’s support and engagement we continued to look at ourselves as an organization through antioppressive, anti-racist, decolonizing/uncolonizing and intersectional lenses in our work.
The global fight against Covid-19 demonstrated when we act with conviction, we can overcome what seems like insurmountable problems. When we
come together, mobilize all of our resources we can find the solutions to solve the most complicated problems. The Covid-19 pandemic, didn’t allow us
to sit back, to wait for more research or more recommendations. It forced us as a society to act and do so quickly and nimbly. This past year was a teacher,
providing us with many profound and difficult lessons – personal and societal. Moving into this new year, I have great hope our determined, diligent and
unrelenting efforts against the Covid-19 pandemic will end it. I have great hope we take lessons learned this past year and work together, with the same
conviction to mobilize, take meaningful, sustained action to eliminate the health crisis caused by the systems of oppression continuing to impact local and
global communities. In love and in solidarity.
Toni Tilston-Jones - Executive Director
As Chair, and on behalf of the Board of Directors, we are extremely impressed and proud of the ability of Youville management and staff to ensure the
delivery of quality services in new and innovative ways in a challenging time of Covid pandemic restrictions this past year and on-going.
The Board has appreciated regular reports and updates from Toni on challenges, risks, strengths and opportunities of the organization and are confident
that with Toni’s expertise and a strong leadership team, Youville continues to be a leader in community health services. A staff and board meet and greet
was a great opportunity for all directors to further appreciate the dedication, expertise and compassion of the Youville staff and the people they serve.
At a governance level, the Board also worked diligently to contribute with staff and external stakeholders to develop a new Strategic Plan which we
feel will bring us forward in new and vital ways. By focusing on the needs of priority groups, Youville will continue growing anti-oppression and
decolonializing approaches, creating opportunities for experiential voice and fostering strong partnerships. Youville will make mental wellness “universal”
and expand substance use supports and harm reduction. Enhancing diabetes excellence will minimize barriers to care and self-management. Youville
will further enhance supporting growth through engagement, retention and development and this was already evidenced this past year with the
announcement Youville is leading the new Youth Hub for the St. Vital / St. Boniface area with other Communities of Services and external agencies
going forward.
Therefore, we want to thank Toni, the leadership team and all staff as we all work together to continue to create safe spaces for the delivery of health
supports that address health inequities and nurture healing. I also want to thank the Board of Directors who volunteer their time to share their expertise
and give back to the community - your passion for our governance work is commendable and appreciated.
Kathleen Messner - Chair

2020 - 2021 BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

OUTGOING MEMBERS
Vanesa Cotlar

Kathleen Messner, Chair

Laura Malmquist

Ryan McCormack, Vice-Chair
Troy Woods, Treasurer

John Guttormson

Kimberley Chambers

Chelsie Lindsay

Jacklyn Desharnais

Marci MacDonald

Gisele Hadaller

Jessica MacIntyre
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Giordane Simões
Melanie White
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Youville showed compassion to
the community during the
pandemic by making virtual
learning more accessible to
clients and by providing a
screener very quickly to keep
staff and clients safe in the
buildings.
-staff
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Overcoming

CHALLENGES WHILE ADAPTING
TO CHANGE

During this past year I had the
opportunity, through a generous
bursary gifted to me by the Réseau
Compassion Network, to attend a 5 day
virtual narrative therapy training
course. This training offered me a
fresh perspective on my work, and has
been reinvigorating professionally
during a year of immense challenges
for us all.
-staff

OUR STAFF WERE ASKED TO THINK ABOUT HOW THEY HAD TO ADAPT THEIR WORK QUICKLY THIS
YEAR AND IDENTIFY THE CHALLENGES THEY OVERCAME WHILE ADAPTING. HERE IS WHAT THEY SAID…
 Well everything went virtual! As a management team we ensure we are not all in the same place at the same time, and
therefore, not physically being with others was an interesting feeling. Being behind a closed office door means we were
not seeing others. This challenge meant we had to make more concerted efforts to get out of the office
and walk around. I have started virtual update meetings where folks can just pop on if
they are free - it is a chance for people to connect, interact and ask questions in an
informal way. It provides me with a better way of giving updates other than with email!

 Community Development is about bringing people together to support community. At the
start of COVID working toward a common goal became difficult, if not impossible, based on
adaptations needed by all agencies to just to continue to provide their own services and
supports to their target populations. For the first 6 months gathering and distributing reliable
updated information on local, city-wide, provincial and national supports and resources was
critically helpful for them. By the fall our community partners were ready to connect again,
more directly, so meetings moved on line to continue to work together, support each other
and problem solve to address their populations' needs and share service updates and resources.
 We adapted all counselling to virtual format, either by tele-counselling or
video counselling. This included group work and individual sessions. We
had to overcome technology challenges quickly to continue connecting in
a therapeutic relationship manner to provide empathetic care.
 We had to adapt to virtual/phone appointments replacing a lot of what we did
in-person. Some of the challenges were having to adapt to and learn new
technology quickly to keep programming running. Another challenging part was
providing diabetes education and mentorship, to an intern, virtually. That being
said, all these challenges were overcome!
Working With YOU For Better Health
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Compassion
Youville has continued to adapt
throughout the last year and
demonstrate the resilience that I've
seen continually over the last 10 years.
Compassion was what drew me to
Youville, and even through all the ups
and downs of this past year, compassion
continues to imbue the work that we
do. At the outset of the pandemic,
Youville quickly responded by moving
programming virtually. Although we all
would like to resume what was normal,
I've seen all my colleagues pull together
and continue to adapt to offer the
same quality of service we are
known for.
-staff

 Despite the lack of physical connection,
we made sure the client was still heard
and felt supported. We made virtual
learning more accessible to the people
we serve, making sure that clients
without access to technology are still
seen in a timely and compassionate
way.
 We asked what the community needs
were; we gathered food, provided
safe substance use information and
increased counselling.
 We created entirely new ways of doing
things! Virtual counselling site, virtual
anxiety group and we even emailed
visuals needed for their sessions.

 We still provided exceptional care without ever laying eyes on the client. We relied on phone conversations and coordinating sample
collections with the lab etc. in order to continue our work with clients. Despite the lack of physical connection we made sure the
client was still heard and felt supported.

YOUVILLE STAFF ALSO SHARED HOW THE ORGANIZATION CONTINUED TO EVOLVE WHILE
SHOWING RESILIENCY AND COMPASSION TO THE COMMUNITY DURING THE PANDEMIC...

 As an agency we really worked hard at balancing all the restrictions with making sure we could still reach out to people we serve and
be reached by them. Together we were able to change processes, adapt existing ones to still get the work done. I feel we have been
successful in removing barriers that have existed and created improved pathways to effective and timely service delivery that is
person-centered.

Resiliency
 As a manager I think our whole work lives have
been blown open. We know we can have staff
work from home, be in the office and still stay
connected to the organization in key ways. Being
able to get the tools that are needed in order for
us to function as fully as possible in this very
changed world to still demonstrate that not only
are we surviving, but we are innovating and
moving forward in the work we are doing, is
rewarding. In some ways this way of working
allowed my role to be more efficient so I could
pursue new opportunities. I think our ability to
adapt and change and alter plans to be as
responsive as we can was our greatest success. It
has allowed opportunities for staff and teams to
connect in ways they weren't before.
Working With YOU For Better Health

Clients continue to express
their appreciation for what
we do, especially the
wholistic & interdisciplinary
care. Many have shared time
and again how they don't
know how they would have
made it this far in their
journey with diabetes
especially over the past year
without the support of
Youville staff.
-staff
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Connections
 A couple of student-created youth outreach
resources were developed. The Teen Clinic Virtual
Tour video was created in response to a need
identified by our school partners, who could no
longer bring students to Youville for a class tour of
the clinic. Virtual watch parties were also offered.
Using Bitmoji classroom templates, an interactive
experiential Youth Counselling Resource room was
constructed. It is accessible anytime to youth seeking
resources, ideas and activities to help support their
mental wellness.

& Partnerships

 At the start of a pandemic, the Regulated Health Professions Act (RHPA) came
into effect for registered nurses in May 2020. This meant that registered nurses
would no longer be able to provide STI treatment or birth control prescriptions
in partnership with our teen clinic physician as we had in the past and was
going to significantly impact people seeking these services. In order to reduce the impact on the community, a partnership with
Nine Circles Community Health Centre made it possible for 3 Registered Nurses from Youville Centre to successfully complete the
educational requirements to obtain their notation as authorized prescribers in sexual and reproductive health, in spite of both agencies
navigating through the COVID pandemic protocols. The RHPA also impacted the clinic's ability to dispense low cost birth control for
youth accessing our Teen Clinic services, but thanks to our partnership with pharmacist Marian Attia at Autumnwood Pharmacy, we
were able to continue to dispense accessible low-cost birth control to youth.

YOUVILLE STAFF CREATED CONNECTIONS WITH EACH OTHER, CLIENTS AND COLLEAGUES.
THROUGH THAT PROCESS EVEN NEW PARTNERSHIPS WERE FORMED! THEY SHARED A FEW HERE...

 So many connections and partnerships were made across programs of
Youville, through Accuro, grant proposals and new initiatives like My

Tween and Me, Harm Reduction Network and Mental Health teams.
We used students to enhance what we do. The partnerships of St Vital
CAN and the Compassion Network were really highlighted in the Youth
Hub proposal process as people were so excited and so responsive in
their support of it.
 Cross site teams were possible because of the use of technology and by
being forced to use it because of having to work apart!

 New connections were made with my peers
in other agencies, such as Canadian Mental
Health Association, who have been working
diligently to support folks living with mental
challenges. This year has seen an increased
demand for mental health services and I am
inspired by all those working in this area who
have themselves surely been impacted by the
pandemic who continue to dedicate themselves
to offering support for those who are suffering
with mental health crises.

 Due to outreach efforts promoting Healthy Together Now and Parent
Child Coalition community grants, new community groups applied for
the first time and were awarded funds for grassroots community projects
such as supporting solstice celebrations with Indigenous families from
Dakota Collegiate, and an early years reading project with families from

Healthy Muslim Families.
 By connecting to others in Louis Riel School Division Family Centres and
other organizations around the province who are running My Tween and
Me, we were able to collaborate and learn from one another.

Working With YOU For Better Health
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 The pandemic taught me that anything is possible

 Mental health and addictions
support for Manitoban youth is
about to be transformed! In early
March 2021 we were excited to
hear we were to be one of five
United Way Youth Hubs to our
province—one-stop shops where
kids and their families can find
inclusive, welcoming, wrap-around
support. From mental health to
employment, from housing to
cultural needs, young people in
our province will find the help
they need in one friendly,
youth-focused place. Stay tuned!

really, and that we have the capacity to change
systems and processes and that sometimes the
comfort of something keeps us here. I know this
organization is up to any challenge and that
collectively we can solve really difficult problems
when we work together, when we push outside of
what we have always done or what we are
comfortable with. When we bring in diverse
thinkers, when we broaden our teams and our
areas of knowledge and when we find tools that
help us, our work is better. It is a story of triumph
for our organization. This pandemic showed us
that we can change any and all of what we do and
we can do it together. It will likely be messy and
imperfect and be bumpy at times, but it will have
beautiful successes and moments that also bring us
together in our work for the community!

Triumphs

 I think the organization's commitment to

implementing a Harm Reduction approach is
huge. Providing safe supplies kits for substance
users is the first "tangible" initiative, but building
the infrastructure for harm reduction as well as
decolonization and anti-racism within the
organization and its structures, is system change.

YOUVILLE STAFF SHARED
SOME BIG SUCCESSES
OF THE YEAR...

 Greatest success was being able to be responsive
and flexible in order to meet the needs of the
community at a time of uncertainty and constant
change.

 Youville talked with the Réseau Compassion
Network about a fight against a drug epidemic
in the midst of a pandemic

“I am SO happy to see the accessibility and safety
for our community. This is big for Youville and
the south Winnipeg community. Thank you for
all the amazing advocacy and work that has gone
into this!!! Well done, and know that many of us
are smiling for the safety and healthier options
this brings to many!” - community partner

 In response to the COVID-19 crisis, many of us around the world continued to reach and meet the needs of families during this difficult
time. Nobody’s Perfect Parenting (NPP) was highlighted in a 7 Case Study Report Case Studies of Programs to Promote and Protect Nurturing
Care During the COVID-19 Pandemic prepared in partnership with World Health
I am so proud of our work. We
Organization (WHO) and the LEGO Foundation, on our experiences, lessons
and response strategies. Our NPP Manitoba Coordinator took the lead in the
pivot of program and training adaptations locally and nationally, and was
featured in the WHO case study of NPP. She also participated in a worldwide
webinar. To give you some context of the scope of the work this year, the
following is what we have been able to accomplish in one year here in Manitoba
with NPP: Moved parent groups to on line, Connected and supported NPP
facilitators through virtual chats, Collected information from facilitators and
co-wrote guidelines for PHAC for running virtual parent groups, Piloted
facilitator virtual training sessions, Conducted NPP facilitator refresher
workshops, Trained Trainers in a virtual pilot and Developed draft guidelines
for PHAC on virtual facilitator and trainer trainings and Developed professional
development workshop series for existing Trainers on how to adapt to a virtual
training format.
Working With YOU For Better Health
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thought outside the box, and trusted
the Process. We had the courage to
move ahead with no precedent. We
worked collaboratively with others
across Canada. There is no
turning back now! Virtual parent
groups and virtual training options
will now become an addition to
Nobody’s Perfect Parenting
program. The breadth of our reach is
endless now. There will be more
opportunity for international
partnerships now too! - staff
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 Seeking to fill a need in the community, and thanks to an Inspiration Grant from
the Réseau Compassion Network, Youville brought the My Tween and Me
(MTM) Program to Manitoba this year. MTM is a facilitated parenting program
“I feel supported in my community. It felt
like a family and that it was a joy to meet
uniquely designed for parents with children aged 7 to 12 years of age. It is
everyone on this crazy journey!” - parent
designed to strengthen parent confidence and ability to support their children’s
“This is a great program and I am so
transition to adolescence. MTM was developed by the B.C. Council for Families
thankful for this group.” - tween
to promote positive youth development, resiliency, and strong family
relationships. Over the course of the pandemic, fifteen partner agencies across
the province identified and trained facilitators and delivered pilot programs to
Manitoban tweens and caregivers, most groups virtually. The
We offered the first My
pilots incorporated the use of Tween Mentors to support tweens
Tween and Me group
attending each session. Program evaluation and adaptions are now
virtually and it was a
being collected and a final report developed.
success! Every family stayed
with us for the full two
months. We provided
sensory kits and activities
that brought families closer
together. The emails we
received were powerful.
Personally, I found that I
I feel supported by the admin team and love that they
challenged myself to adapt
give me independence. They recognize my strengths and
my skills in a new format,
give me opportunities to grow and share - staff
and was better for it.

Inspiration

- Social Work Student

YOUVILLE STAFF CONTINUED TO BE INSPIRED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY THIS YEAR...

 A Pathways diabetes client who participated in our Mindfulness Self
Compassion (MSC) class, told us that when they monitored their blood
glucose and blood pressure patterns they observed significant spikes in it
when feeling emotions of stress and frustration. Noticeable were a spike in
blood sugar and blood pressure with emotions such as frustration arising
but when MSC practices were employed, the result was an immediate drop
in both!!

“If I take care of myself, it helps me to
take care of others and my family will
worry less” -client

 Meditations for Coping with the Uncertainty of COVID19 YouTube videos
were produced to help to continue support of clients, even at a
distance.
We are thrilled
with this feedback
as this individual
has evidence to
back up the benefits
they acquired by
taking the 8 week
MSC course!

As a first nations person
I'm proud of Youville and
the Réseau Compassion
Network for prioritizing
the TRC and keeping up the
effort to ensure that we
continue to offer
culturally safe and
trauma informed services
for our First People.

- staff

-Staff
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Impact

I am always so proud of working at Youville, I
think we are really good at what we do.
Reaching our marginalized populations, having
the time and space to think ‘outside the box’
for innovative ideas and connecting with
potential partners that share our values of
compassion and respect for all. -staff

DESPITE ADVERSITY

2020 - 2021 STATISTICAL
REPORTING OF SERVICES:

44 %
Accessed
Primary Care

8733 Total Contacts
Baby & Me
My Tween & Me
Nobody’s Perfect

Teen Clinic
Ask a Nurse
Pap Clinic
Counsellor

6%
Accessed
Parenting
Support
10 %
Accessed Health
Promotion/
Community
Development

40 %
Accessed
Diabetes
Education

Type 1 Clients
Type 2 complex cases
Young Adult Type 1
Gestational
Counsellor
Health professional
knowledge transfer

The strength s of
Youville is good client
experience,
responsiveness and
quality service/care.

Prenatal
Breastfeeding drop in
Seniors health education
Mindful Self Compassion
Pathways
Community presentations and
projects
Students

#OrangeShirtDay honouring all those with family and loved ones
impacted by Residential Schools. Every Child Matters.

Compassionate care is a
priority. When you have
nothing else to offer a
client, when all avenues
have been exhausted, you
can still be
compassionate. —staff
Working With YOU For Better Health
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Finances

2020 - 2021

Statement of Operations
Year ended March 31, 2021, with comparative information for 2020
2021

2020

3,017,230

2,933,066

60,138

69,041

2,272

9,705

Revenue:
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority

Other
Insurance Recoveries
$

3,079,640

$

3,011,812

Expenses:
Salaries and Benefits
Other

Excess of revenue over expense

2,464,920

2,425,265

620,885

563,677

$

3,085,805

$

(6,165)

Thank you
TO OUR DONORS

$

2,988,942

$

22,871

FROM OUR CLIENTS
"Thank you so much for this
group. I really needed it!"

Thank you to the following
who donated $500 or more to
Youville Centre in 2020 - 2021

“AMAZING about the harm
reduction supplies at
Youville!! Thank you!!”

Filles De La Croix

"Thank you. We can see such
a positive change in our
daughter."

The Wawanesa Mutual
Insurance Company
Cosmopolitan Club of
Winnipeg

“I thought I was logging into
program facilitator training,
but I got so much more
personally. I wanted to let
you know you are changing
peoples lives! Thank you”
- clients

Working With YOU For Better Health
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Looking

INTO THE LIGHT FOR 2021—2022

NEW! YOUVILLE STRATEGIC PLAN, DIRECTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
This year we collaborated and finalized a new strategic plan with the board, staff and stakeholders
with Inquiry Minded Consulting leading the process.
This will be the plan for the next 3 plus years and each year we will work together to operationalize
the objectives – grounded in our vision, mission and values.

I want to thank all of you for your input and feedback and commitment to this process
—Executive Director

This pandemic has taught me
that anything is possible. We
pivoted our work out of
necessity. Now, we have a
variety of ways to meet the
needs of the community.
Bottom line is, we are resilient!
-staff
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Let us find a way to
belong to this time and
place together. Our
future, and the
well-being of all our
children, rests with
the kind of
relationships we
build today
- Chief Dr. Robert Joseph

Youville is located on Treaty One
Territory in the heart of the
Metis Nation.

www.youville.ca
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